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SchoolAid Trust (KidsGive)

Your name and position

Sean Gordon CEO & Founder

Please describe the impact that the specific TFN funding has had.

The TFN funding has assisted tremendously with the work we were doing to flesh out an operations kit for 
use by KAT coordinators and for the development work on KATs in NSW, QLD and South Australia. The 
new resources will be posted on our new platform. We have a second year group operating in QLD (plus 4 
other facilitators ready), a group commencing in Scone and Parramatta in NSW and two initiations in SA 
held up due to unforeseen cancer treatment for our facilitator.

Please provide a quantitative breakdown of how TFN funds have been used.

Wages and salary expenses $24 391. 
Consultant for communications $4 400. 
Travel (esp Halogen series with 16 000 student audience) $5 130. 
TFN Pitch Coaching $1 000. Print and design $440. 
IT/ Web/ licence $1 141. 
(Balance held on account and used month on month on continuation of program with new platform 
and resolved brand issues).

Describe any ways the funding was used that differs from that described your original pitch.

Operational use of funding was pitched to enable the devt & roll out of KAT groups after successful NSW 
trial. 

Devt and promotion was as planned though unforeseen challenges in field were experienced - a 
resumption of the roll out is in train in 2017 with TFN funding still to be utilised as planned. 

Platform fails (now resolved), loss of key team at SchoolAid, legal challenge to use of KidsGive brand 
(resolved), serious illness in SA & training of facilitators added to our growth in knowledge.



How many people have been affected by programs or activities that were supported with TFN funding?

Approx: 3 500 people

Directly: Student leaders from 14 schools, their teachers and families along with recipients of the 
campaigns and projects initiated. 

Indirectly: School communities behind these leaders indirectly though education and PR of the work 
and involvement in projects and campaigns.

What measures did you use to assess the impact?

Simple count of people involved directly and indirectly. Facilitated debrief session with student leaders 
and their parents and teachers. 
Discussions with key leaders in schools, our team and those associated with our work. 

(The challenges noted below have resulted in less impact than originally anticipated but learning, plus 
new platform and resolved brand issues, will deliver greater impact into 2017).

Describe three ways that your organisation has changed in the last 12 months since the event.

We moved our platform to one hosted by Pozible & have far superior functionality & support in 2017. 

A legal challenge to the use of our name KidsGive was a distraction that caused us to revert to our 
previous name SchoolAid - this has opened the secondary school 'market' to us going forward.

Coincidentally, we lost our chairman; a key director providing contract comms support; our bookkeeper; 
and, the paid services of the CEO. The lag and distractions were taxing but now resolved.

 Over the last 12 months, did you receive any additional financial support from anyone you met through 
TFN?

No.

 
Over the last 12 months, did you receive any goods in-kind and/or pro-bono services from anyone you met 
through TFN?

SchoolAid Trust took part in TFN's skillfest program with a team of AMP volunteers providing input on the 2017 
marketing strategy and implementation. 

How important was TFN funding in helping you achieve your objectives this year?

We wouldn’t have been able to achieve our objectives without TFN funding.  

Has the TFN pitch coaching and mentoring helped you succesfully secure funding from other sources 
you did not meet through TFN?

No.



What were some of the other benefits of participating in TFN?

We met some wonderful people and have developed relationships that appear to be ongoing. The 
work with Rob was helpful and while not directly securing additional funding did sharpen our focus, 
helped us to tell our story and created value propositions for use elsewhere. The feeling of 
connectedness with others working away in this social venture space was inspiring and affirming. 
Once again some strong relationships have emerged here that will be sustained over time.

I think TFN's move to Facebook page is a great step as was the Skillsfest opportunity [for TFN Alumni]. 
These supporters have made a positive difference especially with some of the brand and 
communication challenges that have come up this year. 

The experience with TFN was very positive and we appreciated the opportunity that represented for us.

Lisa and the team have something special here and it is making a difference across the community. Our 
work continues and the year ahead is full of promise. 

Our key comment on the TFN experience is a simple thank you!




